GEP POWER PRODUCTS
Power Distribution Modules and Fuse Holders

Created for high power applications, GEP Power Products power distribution modules have a sealed, stackable design for high power relays and fuses. To support the increased power demands in today's electrical systems, GEP has expanded the internal component capacity and flexibility as well as making it easier to dovetail multiple units together by adding side mounts. Whether you are simply adding on auxiliary circuits or needing a rugged, compact module for your OEM transportation needs, GEP has your power distribution solutions for the mobile industry covered.

MINI ISO Relay PDM
- Accepts 3 MINI ISO relays
- Accepts Delphi Metri-Pack 630 terminals
- Top mount with cover
- PDMs interlock to allow for component add-ons and system growth
- Designed to withstand harsh environments

WAYTEK #38530

48-Position PDM
- Expanded 48 terminal position capacity
- Designed for higher power applications to provide increased component capacity and flexibility
- Accepts Delphi Metri-pack 280 terminals
- Accepts a combination of 2.8mm components: MINI fuses, circuit breakers, and relays
- Side mount with cover

WAYTEK #38531
72-Position PDM
- Expanded 72 terminal position capacity
- Sealed, compact and rugged design makes this module an ideal solution for the transportation OEM
- Accepts Delphi Metri-Pack 280 terminals
- Accepts a combination of 2.8mm components: MINI fuses, circuit breakers and relays
- PDMs interlock to allow for component add-ons and system growth

Compact 12-Way Sealed Fuse & Relay Holder
- Ideal solution for auxiliary and accessory add-on applications in harsh environments
- Terminal Rating: 20A Continuous, 30A Intermittent
- Accepts Delphi Metri-Pack 280 terminals
- Fuse/relay combinations:
  - 6 MINI fuses
  - 2 ISO 280 MICRO relays
  - 1 ISO 280 MICRO relay and 2 MINI fuses
  - 3 ISO 280 ULTRA MICRO relays
  - 2 ISO 280 ULTRA MICRO relays and 2 MINI fuses

Compact 24-Way Sealed Fuse & Relay Holder
- Rugged and harsh environment power distribution
- Ideal for primary fusing applications in vehicle electrical systems
- Terminal Rating: 20A Continuous, 30A Intermittent
- Accepts Delphi Metri-Pack 280 terminals
- Fuse/relay combinations:
  - 12 MINI fuses
  - 4 ISO 280 MICRO relays
  - 2 ISO 280 MICRO relays and 4 MINI fuses
  - 6 ISO 280 ULTRA MICRO relays
  - 4 ISO 280 ULTRA MICRO relays and 4 MINI fuses

RELATED PRODUCTS

SONG CHUAN
20A ISO 280 Ultra Micro Relay
Item #75728

LITTELFUSE®
15A MINI Automotive Fuse
Item #46256

PICKER
20A Micro ISO 280 Relay
Item #75661